SCHOOL FIELD TRIPS
Rules of the Gardens | Ladew Topiary Gardens
Please observe the following rules for the safety and
enjoyment of everyone in the Gardens and Nature Walk.
1. Please keep children SUPERVISED AT ALL TIMES during your visit. There are many water
features throughout the Gardens that can pose a danger to those who cannot swim. No
wading or playing in pools, ponds or streams. The liners in the water features are
extremely expensive and difficult to replace. You will be held responsible for any damages
caused by your group.
2. Please do not disturb or catch the wildlife. Leave frogs, fish, insects or other wildlife in
their Ladew homes.
3. Please do not pick flowers, leaves, fruits or other plant parts. Leave them for the wildlife
and for other visitors to enjoy.
4. Please do not walk or stand in the flower beds. There should be NO climbing on topiaries,
fences, walls or other Garden structures.
5. Children must be accompanied and supervised in the Gift Shop.
6. Permission must be obtained in advance from Ladew Gardens for commercial
photography or artwork, or any rendering of Ladew property. All photographers
and artists must check in at the Visitor’s Center.
7. Shirts and shoes must be worn at all times.
8. No pets allowed.
9. No bicycles, skateboards, scooters or athletic equipment are allowed.
10. Picnics are welcome in the gardens, except in the Great Bowl and Hunt Scene.
Please do not litter. Kindly take your trash with you when you leave the Gardens.
11. No soliciting of any kind.
12. A bell will ring at 4:00 p.m. weekdays and at 5:00 p.m. on weekends to mark the end of
visiting hours. The Nature Walk entrance is locked at these times.
13. Please honor areas marked as restricted.

Ladew Topiary Gardens cannot be held liable if visitors do not follow the Rules of the Gardens.
Additionally, if any visitor disregards the rules, they may be asked to leave.
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